WEDDING
LOOK BOOK
MONTAGIO.C OM.AU

ABOUT US

So what can we tell you about ourselves?
Let’s see…
We could start by saying that we make the finest wedding suits and
shirts from hand-picked cloths sourced from all over the world.
Or we could say we are all about providing the ultimate in customer
experience and satisfaction.
We might even mention that each tailor made garment is custom
designed, precisely made-to-measure and is guaranteed to fit you
perfectly.
And we could continue to toot our own horn for a few more lines.
But we won’t bore you with all that.
Our mission, our vision, our ethos, our code – what we are really
about at Montagio, is making sure that you look damn good on your
wedding day.
So relax and propose a toast to looking smashing next to your
dazzling bride.
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CUSTOM STYLED

SHOULDERS

Select the fabric, colour,
lapel size & shape, number
of buttons, pocket design
& many other features to
personalise your wedding
suit & achieve the look you
want for your big day

Lightly padded
& expertly cut to
follow the natural
contours of your
shoulders

TAILORED FIT
(WAIST)

TAILORED FIT
(SLEEVE)

Tapered to enhance
your silhouette
SLEEVE LENGTH
Less is more.
Cut correctly to not
cover your hands
& show just a bit of
shirt cuff

JACKET LENGTH
Get your jacket cut
to the right length
for your unique body
shape & height

TROUSER LENGTH
You’ve got to stop
somewhere. Length
tailored perfectly
to give you just
the slightest break

TAILORED FIT
(TROUSER LEG)

CUFF SIZE
(TROUSER)

DIFFERENT SIZED
JACKET & TROUSER

Get your trouser cuffs
shaped correctly
for your shoe size

Tailor made means you can
get different sized jackets
& trousers to fit your upper
& lower body perfectly
HOW TO

LOOK DAMN GOOD
IN A WEDDING SUIT
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CUSTOM STYLED
Select fabric, colour, collar
style, cuff style, waistcoat
buttons & many other features to personalise your
shirt & waistcoat
SPLIT YOKE
A split yoke on the
back helps your
shirt conform to
the natural contour
of your shoulders

COLLAR SIZE
Finally have a collar
tailored to the right
size to fit your neck

SLEEVE LENGTH
Sleeves made
to finish at the
perfect length
for your arms
TAILORED FIT
(SLEEVE)
Sleeves tapered for
a streamlined look

WAISTCOAT
LENGTH

TAILORED FIT
(WAIST)

Cut to finish at
the right length for
your height

Get a sleek
looking centre

HOW TO

LOOK DAMN GOOD
IN A SHIRT & WAISTCOAT
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TA I L O R M A D E

HOW IT WORKS
E A S Y A S 1-2-3
There’s only a few short steps left to look damn good.

1
Book an appointment.
Phone (02) 9045 0508 or visit our website www.montagio.com.au

2
During your appointment:
Select the fabrics you like from our extensive range
Custom style your garments with expert advice
We professionally take your measurements to ensure perfect fit
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In 4 to 6 weeks your garments are ready for you to try on. If any adjustments
are required, we take care of them with our perfect fit guarantee.
If you’re in a rush we can have your garments tailored in under 3 weeks,
but leaving a little more time is a good thing.

Your measurements are kept on record, so the next time it’s a breeze
and can take as little as 10 minutes.
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TA I L O R M A D E

WEDDING
LOOKS
Sweep her off her feet in an ultra-sharp wedding suit
or tuxedo, custom designed and precisely
tailor made just for you by Montagio.
Wedding package deals available.

Following is a small selection of our designs.
Almost any look or style is possible.
Always perfectly fitted.

WEDDINGS

A variation of the classic tux with dark
navy fabric & dark navy satin trims – for
when you don’t want to look ‘black tie’.

The quintessential classic black tux
defined by black satin covering
on the peak lapel, buttons & breast
pocket, with black satin trim on the
lower pockets.
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WEDDINGS

Nothing says formal like a black 3-piece
suit with black satin trim on the edge of
the lapel, & satin highlights throughout.
The waistcoat has similar satin trimmings to unify the look.

For when you don’t want to be too loud,
this dark navy tux has black satin trim
around the edge of the notch lapel &
trim across the top edges of the breast
pocket & lower pockets.
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WEDDINGS

A midnight navy variant of the onebutton shawl lapel tux with navy satin
trims, for when you’re feeling blue,
but in a good way.

After the wedding, hit the casino with
this Bond style one-button black tux
with black satin trims, besom pockets &
a curved shawl lapel.
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WEDDINGS

A black & white variant of the onebutton shawl lapel tux, the white jacket
is paired with black trousers to create
a contrast, & black satin trims on the
jacket tie the whole look together.

This light blue one-button jacket is
contrasted with dark navy trousers.
It’s all tied together by dark navy satin
trims throughout & piping around
the edge of the notch lapel.
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WEDDINGS

Another variant of the classic black tux,
the grey peak lapel jacket is contrasted
against black trousers. The black satin
trims also contrast against the grey
wool & tie everything together.

This eye-catching look is a combination
of a black & white houndstooth jacket
contrasted against a black waistcoat &
trousers. Pair with some black velvet
tassel loafers without socks.
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WEDDINGS

Something different for the bolder,
fashion forward groom – a black velvet
jacket paired with matching black velvet
tassel loafers, & a contrast houndstooth
pattern trouser.

The navy jacket & trousers are
contrasted with the light grey waistcoat
inside to produce a fresh wedding look.
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WEDDINGS

This dark navy 3-piece wool suit has
a subtle texture of self-patterned lines
running through it. The standard notch
lapel & straight pocket make it a safe
bet for any conservative groom.

Waistcoats can really make a statement.
This light-grey 3-piece wool suit with
an edgy slim notch lapel & slim
angled pockets is a paradox
of modern yet classy.
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WEDDINGS

This black & white houndstooth suit
is another unique, slightly more laid
back look for your wedding – definitely
a standout from standard block colours.

Be different with a khaki birds-eye
pattern suit for your wedding.
The khaki colour hints at a laid back
casual attitude.
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WEDDINGS

The beige-grey suit is another crowd
dazzler that can be re-used for work
or the races after the wedding – for
when you’re channelling Miami Vice.

The light-grey fabric with slight crosshatch paired with a sky-blue shirt &
navy tie has an immediate impact.
A great suit that can be re-used for
work or other events later.
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WEDDINGS

If ever there was a statement suit – this
is it. Some men may cringe, but rest
assured the ladies will be eyeing that
confident groom in light-blue, secretly
mourning the one that got away.

This one button jacket with patch
pockets in a light grey birds-eye fabric
can be worn on a pair of black trousers
to make it more formal, but still have
that smart casual feel.
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WEDDINGS

This light blue linen jacket will brighten
up the day – pair with darker or lighter
pants for another contrast look.

Pair blue sharkskin pants with a white
jacket to create another unique look that
is sure to stand out & turn heads.
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WEDDINGS

To really make a statement, try this
white linen one-button suit with a shawl
lapel. Great for a destination wedding
in the Greek Islands, for example.

For more laid back weddings, a 3-piece
linen sand coloured suit is perfect –
especially for outdoor weddings.
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WEDDINGS

For more casual affairs such as beach
weddings, this linen waistcoat & rolled
up trousers is a great look. Rolled up
shirt sleeves & open shirt buttons really
complete this casual wedding look.

The light-grey waistcoat & trouser look
is great for weddings that are to be held
in hotter climates & are more casual
themed. This look is also an option for
groomsmen.
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“A well-tailored
suit is to women
what lingerie is
to men”
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